
 
Randall L. Eaton, PhD 

Scholar, Educator, Concerned World Citizen 
 
So Randall Eaton is applying for a position ..I am envious. I wish we could convince him 
to return to Wyoming. I wish I could teach with him again. I wish I could study with him 
again. I wish we could throw ideas into our common incubator again. I issue this 
warranty. You will not be sorry if hire him… Randy Eaton will expand your concept of the 
citizen-scholar-teacher. 
 
 How can I make that prediction?  I know him well.  I have taught with him. I have read 
his publications, though not all. I have I have seen him work. I know him abilities. 
 
Here is what you can expect. 
 

A Probing and Active Intellect 
Randy is a life-long learner driven by an amazingly active mind. His capacity for critical 
thinking and his problem solving skills are amongst the highest I have ever encountered.  
 

Disciplined Work Habits 
Randy’s achievements reflect the unquestionable fact that he is a very capable and 
disciplined worker.  This quality, in my opinion, speaks volumes about an individual’s 
future.  When perseverance is the only way to meet a goal, he is up to the task. 
 

A Focused Mature Sense of Commitment 
Randy’s high achievement is not marked by obsessive ambition. He has the necessary 
motivation to carry him through rigorous research. He is confident, but not arrogant. As a 
result, he gets along well with everyone. 
 

A Global World View 
Randy shows superior initiative in the energy he commits to his volunteer work 
especially the work that is critical to wildlife’s place in our world. He has a true 
international perspective. He is simply a gifted public speaker. 
 
Conclusion: 
Randall L. Eaton would be competitive anywhere he chooses to work…. Hire him and I 
promise you that you will be pleased with the result.  He is simply one of the most 
committed, best organized, highest energy, and most interesting people I have ever had 
the pleasure of meeting.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Sincerely, 
Craig Thompson 
 
Craig D. Thompson, PE  
Professor of Engineering and Environmental Science, Western Wyoming C.C. 
Chair, Board of Directors, National Wildlife Federation 
 


